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Abstract

We introduce a segmentation-guided approach to syn-

thesise images that integrate features from two distinct do-

mains. Images synthesised by our dual-domain model be-

long to one domain within the semantic-mask, and to an-

other in the rest of the image - smoothly integrated. We

build on the successes of few-shot StyleGAN and single-shot

semantic segmentation to minimise the amount of training

required in utilising two domains.

The method combines few-shot cross-domain StyleGAN

with a latent optimiser to achieve images containing fea-

tures of two distinct domains. We use a segmentation-

guided perceptual loss, which compares both pixel-level

and activations between domain-specific and dual-domain

synthetic images. Results demonstrate qualitatively and

quantitatively that our model is capable of synthesising

dual-domain images on a variety of objects (faces, horses,

cats, cars), domains (natural, caricature, sketches) and

part-based masks (eyes, nose, mouth, hair, car bonnet). The

code is publicly available1.

1. Introduction

Automated image manipulation, particularly portrait

editing, is of significant interest to researchers and prac-

titioners alike with applications in animation, gaming and

social media entertainment. Advances in Generative Ad-

versarial Networks (GANs) [11] have led to tremendous

progress and innovation, enabling the synthesis of realis-

tic images [18, 19], and leading to techniques for image-

to-image translation [24] and domain translation [25], able

to synthesise a corresponding image of one domain using a

reference image from another, transferring the style.

In this paper, we focus on segmentation-guided dual-

domain feature integration – combining segmentation parts

from one domain with an image from another in a way that

is visually convincing. For example, replacing the eyes and

mouth of a natural face image with those from a caricature,

1 https://github.com/denabazazian/Dual-Domain-Synthesis

Figure 1. Dual-Domain Synthesis combines segmentation-guided

features from the source domain (left), and the target domain (cen-

tre) - corresponding segmentation masks are incorporated. Syn-

thesised images (right) – top&bottom: caricature face with natu-

ral eyes/nose/mouth, middle: natural face with caricature features.

The first two rows are from paired examples, i.e. the same latent

code, while the third row shows an unpaired example.

so that the result is a dual-domain image. Examples are

shown in Fig. 1. Note the distinction from previous mask-

guided transfer methods which combine styles and/or fea-

tures from the same domain [12, 26, 40].

We utilise the few-shotGAN [25] technique to gener-

ate related images of two domains from a common latent

space. To create the segmentation masks efficiently, we

employ the one-shot segmentation approach of Repurpos-

ingGAN [31]. We leverage these two StyleGAN-based ap-

proaches [25, 31] to obtain input images and masks, and

propose a segmentation-guided weighted combination with

perceptual and pixel-wise losses to synthesise the dual-

domain image.
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To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt

to synthesise images based on the features from two do-

mains. The contributions can be summarised as follows.

First, we introduce Dual-Domain Image Synthesis, a tech-

nique for generating images by integrating the features of

two domains, guided by a semantic segmentation model.

Second, we demonstrate that the approach works for images

of faces, horses, cats and cars, synthesising dual-domain

images from natural, caricature and sketch images. We test

a variety of part-based segmentations for guidance, such as

hair in faces, eyes in cats, heads of horses and car bonnets.

2. Related work

Generative Models: Deep generative models have demon-

strated robust results in generating realistic images for vari-

ous tasks such as image segmentation [8, 10, 28, 31], image

inpainting [23], inverse graphics [39], conditional image

synthesising [26,40] and domain translations [25]. State-of-

the-art GANs, such as StyleGAN [18] and StyleGAN2 [19],

are capable of generating incredibly realistic images at a

high resolution, making these popular models in works such

as [6,7,25,27,31,39]. The manifolds of changes in spatially

localised regions for the images generated by StyleGAN are

explored in [35]. Cross-domain correspondence techniques

based on StyleGAN are proposed in [25,27] to generate im-

ages from two domains using a handful of examples. We

make use of [25] since it demonstrates better performance

on far-domain adaptation. In this work we instead generate

images which integrate the two domains into a single image.

Latent Optimisation: One of the powerful aspects of

StyleGAN-based methods is the ability to generate realis-

tic images from random latent codes and hence the option

of seeking optimal codes w.r.t chosen loss criteria. A num-

ber of recent papers have adopted this approach to generate

images based on perceptual loss, by comparing activation

layers from convolutional networks [6, 7, 17, 38]. Optimis-

ing for the perceptual loss in [17] allows transferring the

style from one image to another. Furthermore, perceptual

loss is used in [6, 7] to fit a projected synthetic image into

the distribution of images of a particular domain.

Image Completion: We here group works that attempt

mask-guided image synthesis and inpainting. Mask-guided

synthesise techniques combine source and reference im-

ages based on a given mask to generate a realistic im-

age [12, 26, 40], while image inpainting techniques fill an

arbitrary hole of a given image to generate a natural im-

age [22, 23]. Part-based editing in synthetic images was

proposed in [9] to transfer the appearance of a specific ob-

ject part from a reference image to a target image. K-means

is applied to the hidden layer activations of the StyleGAN

generator to reveal a decomposition of the generated out-

put into semantic objects and object-parts. However, note

that all these previous part-based methods combine images

from the same domain, contrasting with our approach which

seeks to integrate features from distinct domains.

Image Blending: Image blending aims to seamlessly blend

an object from a source image onto a target image with

lightly mask adjustment [37]. [34] combines synthesis with

Gaussian-Poisson blending, and is trained using blended

ground-truth. [37] combines a Poisson gradient loss, style

loss, and content loss, without the need for training data.

Similarly, image Harmonisation adjusts the illumination,

colour, and texture of the foreground mask. All blending

approaches aim to general in order to apply to any pair of

images. In contrast, our proposed approach integrates se-

mantic parts from one domain, importantly modifying the

full image to ensure it belongs to a specific target domain.

3. Proposed Approach

We aim to generate a visually convincing image that in-

tegrates features of two domains, guided by part-based seg-

mentations. Our pipeline utilises two generative models for

the source and target domains along with a segmentation

model for localising the corresponding mask to integrate the

features of two domains. The masks indicate the semantic

parts of the image that should be integrated from one do-

main into the other. We start by revisiting works we build

on, then detail our approach.

3.1. Revisiting FewshotGAN

The work of few-shotGAN [25] considers a main do-

main, for which a large-scale dataset is readily available,

and trains a StyleGAN model on this data. Given few-shot

examples (e.g. ten samples) from a second domain, few-

shotGAN [25] utilises the StyleGAN trained on the large

dataset for pretraining and transfers the diversity informa-

tion from this model to a second model. The training pre-

serves the relative similarities and differences between in-

stances via a cross-domain distance consistency loss.

We use [25] to train two generative models, one with

many-shot examples and the other adapted from the first

with few-shot examples. Importantly, the two generative

models G1 and G2 share the same latent space Z during

adaptation. This is of particular importance to our method,

as we base the ability to integrate features from both do-

mains on sampling from this common latent space. Given

the same random vector z⋆ ⊂ Z , two images are synthe-

sised, one from each generator, and thus from two domains.

We refer to these as paired images as they share the same

latent code, albeit from two domains.

3.2. Revisiting RepurposingGAN

We train a part-based semantic segmentation model, us-

ing the method from RepurposingGAN [31]. Each synthe-

sised image is passed through a series of spatial convolu-

tions, and a binary pixel-level segmentation is computed
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from a unique generative computation which can be traced

back through each convolutional layer down to the initial

latent code. The strength of [31] is based on the capabil-

ity to train this segmentation model with one-shot, i.e. by

manually segmenting a single synthetic image.

We use RepurposingGAN [31] to train our segmenta-

tion model from a randomly synthesised image of one do-

main. The same segmentation model is used for semanti-

cally segmenting synthetic images from both domains. This

is only plausible thanks to the adaptation method in Sec. 3.1.

We demonstrate experimentally that this method is robust

across domains for a variety of semantic masks.

3.3. DualDomain Synthesis (DDS)

We introduce Dual-Domain Synthesis (DDS) framework

in this section. We consider as input to our network two

generative models from two domains (Sec. 3.1). We select

one of these two domains to be the ‘source’ domain (Ds),

and the other as the ‘target’ domain (Dt)
2, and accordingly

label the two trained generative models as Gs and Gt. Given

one latent vector z⋆ ∈ N (0,1), we generate two synthetic

images such that xs ∈ R
n×n×3, where xs is an image from

the source domain (Ds), and xt ∈ R
n×n×3, where xt is

an image from the target domain (Dt). We pass both im-

ages to the trained semantic segmentation model (Sec. 3.2).

Corresponding spatial masks denoting the semantic part in

the source and target images are defined as ys and yt. Our

goal is to synthesise one image, that is perceptually close

to the target domain, but contains features from the source

domain. The spatial masks are used for guiding the regions

that should be transferred from source to target.

A naive approach to achieve dual-domain synthesis is

simply to use additive ‘cut and paste’ to combine the rel-

evant masked regions. We denote this as the crossover im-

age (xc). The source image xs is masked by the corre-

sponding regions in ys indicating the parts we wish to in-

tegrate from the source domain. Additionally, we wish to

remove/subtract the corresponding segmentation parts from

the target image. We thus use the binary complement of the

target mask as ȳt. Fig. 2 shows examples of the generated

source and target images and their corresponding masks.

The naive crossover image xc is thus computed as:

xc = (xs ⊗ ys) + (xt ⊗ ȳt), (1)

where ⊗ is pixel-wise multiplication/masking.

Importantly, while this image contains the features from

both domains, it is not a visually convincing dual-domain

image. We thus aim to search the latent space Z for the the

optimal latent vector ẑ that can generate our dual-domain

image such that x̂t ← Gt(ẑ). We use a gradient-based opti-

misation that iteratively updates a latent code ẑ ∈ N (0,1)

2Note that the source domain may or may not correspond to the few-shot

domain in the adaptation, and similarly for the target domain.
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Figure 2. Top: A random latent code z⋆ is fed into two different

generators to create two corresponding images from two differ-

ent domains, source image xs and target image xt. Masks of the

generated images, ys and yt, are then computed from a one-shot

segmentation model. Bottom: Naive crossover image (xc), where

ȳt denotes the binary complement of yt.

using a loss function that is based on a combination of per-

ceptual loss [17] and pixel-level Mean Square Error (MSE).

We initialise ẑ randomly3. We base our perceptual loss

on that proposed in [6], which compares the activations of a

pre-trained convolutional network from two images, a syn-

thesised image and a reference image. In DDS, we do not

have a reference image in the dual-domain, and thus our per-

ceptual loss considers both the source and target domains.

We use activations from the layers conv1 1, conv1 2,

conv2 2 and conv3 3 of VGG-16 [29] for the perceptual loss

as proposed in [6]. We downsample the segmentation bi-

nary masks at each layer to match the resolutions of the cor-

responding activation layer, and duplicate the mask across

the channel dimension, to match the number of channels

in the layer. To measure the similarity between the gen-

erated image and the expected image during optimisation,

we apply a loss function that is a weighted combination of

perceptual loss and the pixel-wise MSE loss:

Ls = Lp(Gs(ẑ), xs, ys) + ∥Gs(ẑ)⊗ ys − xs ⊗ ys∥2

Lt = Lp(Gt(ẑ), xt, ȳt) + ∥Gt(ẑ)⊗ ȳt − xt ⊗ ȳt∥2
(2)

where xs, xt are source and target images, ȳt is a binary

complement of the target mask yt. Gs(·),Gt(·) are the gen-

erators for source and target domains respectively. The per-

ceptual loss Lp(·) in Eq. 2 is computed as :

Lp(I1, I2, λ) =

J∑

j=1

1

Nj

∥Fj(I1)× λj −Fj(I2)× λj∥

(3)

where I1, I2 are two images, λ is the mask, λj is the down-

sampled segmentation mask according to the size of each

conv layer j. Fj is the activations of the conv layers and

Nj is the number of scalars in the jth layer output, and J is

3Initial experimental evidence showed that starting from z
⋆ produces infe-

rior results with the optimisation stuck in local minima.
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Figure 3. Perceptual latent loss optimisation. ⊙,⊗ and ⊕ indicate MSE loss, multiplication and summation, respectively. The colours

of each arrow depict distinct data paths. xs, ys, xt and ȳt match those illustrated in Fig.2. z⋆ is fixed while ẑ is a random latent vector

that is to be optimised. x̂s and x̂t are generated iteratively based on the optimisation of ẑ. Examples of x̂s and x̂t are shown for different

iterations during the optimisation (i1, i10, i50, i1000).

the number of convoultional layers. Fig. 3 shows an illus-

tration of the process of the perceptual loss.

The perceptual loss is combined with the pixel-wise

MSE loss in Eq. 2 for integrating the features from the two

domains. In order to increase the quality of the generated

image, and ensure its segmentation-guided similarity to the

source and target images, we use an additional MSE loss

based on the naive cross over image as:

Lc = ∥sc − xc∥ (4)

where xc is the naive crossover image from Eq. 1, and sc is

a naive crossover synthetic image computed each iteration i
as:

sc = (Gs(ẑ)⊗ ys) + (Gt(ẑ)⊗ ȳt). (5)

The overall loss is then defined as:

Loss = αLs + βLt + γLc, (6)

Note that we only optimise ẑ and do not update the weights

of the convolutional network, generative networks or the

domain-specific synthetic images xs, xt. We then use the

target domain generator to produce the dual-domain image,

such as: x̂ ← Gt(ẑ). The complete process is summarised

in Algorithm 1.

4. Implementation Details

We used the StyleGAN2 and few-shotGAN implemen-

tations provided in [3] and [4], and 10 images for few-shot

Algorithm 1: Dual-Domain Synthesis algorithm

Input: xs, xt, ys, ȳt
Model : Gs,Gt
Parameter: α, β, γ
Result: x̂
xc ← xs ⊗ ys + xt ⊗ ȳt;
ẑ ← N (0,1);
∇ ← Optimiser;

while i < maxIterations do

Ls,Lt ← Eq.2;

Lc ← Eq.4;

Loss← αLs + βLt + γLc;

ẑ ← ∇(ẑ)
end

x̂← Gt(ẑ);

far-domain adaptation in each case. Segmentation models

are based on the implementation of RepurposingGAN pro-

vided in [5]. We manually label semantic masks in each

case as follows. We first synthesise an image by feeding

a random latent code to a StyleGAN model [19]. We then

manually label the mask of the part(s) of interest, and train

the segmentation model as in [5].

In all experiments, we optimise DDS for 1000 iterations,

using a learning rate of 0.01 with the Adam optimiser [20].
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Figure 4. Intermediate DDS results for DDScar.→nat. with a semantic mask of the eye/nose/mouth regions. Source and target domains

are caricature and natural faces respectively. In the first row, note the distinct caricature eyes, nose and mouth in i ≥ 500 iterations.

J in Eq. 3 is set to 4, given the layers chosen from VGG-16.

Based on empirical experiments we set the α, β, γ in Eq. 6

as 0.9, 1, 0.5, respectively. Robustness to these hyperpa-

rameters was evaluated using an ablation study in Sec. 5.1.

5. Experiments

In this section, we present and discuss quantitative and

qualitative experimental results of DDS on the domains of

face, horse, car and cat images.

5.1. DDS on Face Domains

We perform experiments on human face images based

on a StyleGAN model [3] trained on Flickr-Faces-

HQ (FFHQ) [19] to generate natural human face im-

ages. Then, we use few-shotGAN model trained on

Face-Caricature [25] and Face-Sketch [32] images (mod-

els from [4]). We experiment with the domain pairs natu-

ral ↔ caricature and natural ↔ sketch and two part-based

segmentation masks, one indicating the regions of eyes,

nose and mouth4 and the other indicating the hair.

Qualitative results: Fig. 4 first shows the intermediate re-

sults of DDS on the experiments for integrating the features

of caricature domain into the natural face domain based on

the eye/nose/mouth segmentation model. We illustrate the

evolution of x̂ti while the latent code ẑ is being iteratively

optimised to generate the dual-domain image. We compare

these to the target and source domains. Note that the op-

timisation seems to first focus on the identity and pose in

the target domain, with the last iterations focusing on the

dual-domain image synthesis.

4We combine three face parts into one mask (nose, eyes and mouth) to

show more experimental results in one image.

Our qualitative results on the face domains are shown in

Fig. 5. We demonstrate natural face images and their cor-

responding images from either caricature domain or sketch

domain along with the semantic masks. We present our im-

ages in pairs, where we switch the source and target do-

mains. For example, in the first pair, DDS incorporated

the eye/nose/mouth from the caricature into the natural face.

Notice how the eye colour and mouth were adapted but are

distinct from that of the natural image. The nose has also

been copied from the caricature image, with the skin colour

integrated. In the second column, we swap the source and

target domains integrating the eyes, nose and mouth from

the natural image into the caricature. The natural nose is

unmissable but properly integrated.

Evaluation metrics: We use standard metrics to evaluate

our proposed technique. In each experiment, we consider

the synthesised images as x̂ and images in the domain we

compare to as x. Note that there is no ground-truth or ex-

amples of the target dual-domain images. We thus compare

the distribution of all synthesised images to three domains:

source, target and the naive crossover images. Generally,

we aim for DDS images to be close to the target domain

while maintaining the source features guided by the masks.

We use the following metrics in our quantitative results:

• Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [14] defined as

FID(x̂, x) = ∥µx̂ − µx∥2+Γ(σx̂+σx−2
√
σx̂σx),

where µx, σx, µx̂, σx̂ are, respectively, the mean and

covariance of x and x̂, and Γ(·) is the trace operation.

• Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) [33] de-

fined as SSIM(x̂, x) = (2µx̂µx+c1)(2σx̂x+c2)
(µ2

x̂
+µ2

x
+c1)(σ2

x̂
+σ2

x
+c2)

,

where c1 and c2 stabilise the division with a weak de-

nominator. We used c1 = 10−4 and c2 = 9× 10−4 in

all experiments as implemented in [1].
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Figure 5. DDS results on human faces. Paired images are generated from the same latent code z⋆. The odd columns refer to natural human

face images. The second and fourth columns represent corresponding images from caricature domain. The sixth and eighth columns depict

corresponding images from sketch face domain. The corresponded masks shown along with the images. The second row shows the DDS

results based on the eye/nose/mouth segmentation model, while the forth row shows the DDS results based on the hair segmentation model.

Domainnat. xccar.→nat.
DDScar.→nat. Domaincar. xcnat.→car.

DDSnat.→car.

Figure 6. Comparing naive crossover to DDScar.↔nat.. “nat.” and “car.” denote the natural face and caricature domains respectively.

We show the naive crossover xccar.→nat.
as well as our DDS results DDScar.→nat.. Analogous results for nat. → car. are also shown.

• Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) [15] defined as

PSNR(x̂, x) = 10 log10(R
2/MSE(x̂, x)), where

MSE(x̂, x) = 1
n

∑n

i=0 [x̂i − xi]
2
, and R is the max-

imal in the image data.

For each DDS experiment, we use the notationDs → Dt

to identify the source (Ds) and target (Dt) domains, as we

integrate features from the source domain into an image

from the target domain, as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Quantitative results: Table 1 presents our results. In each

reported measure, we average results from 100 randomly

sampled latent codes. Note in particular that the scores

confirm that our results in almost all the experiments have

the better FID, SSIM and PSNR scores in the target

domain, demonstrating the expected behaviour of the syn-

thetic images being closer to the target domain.

Monitoring latent code optimisation: Fig. 7 plots the FID

metric at each iteration of the latent optimising process. We

consider DDScar.→nat. and DDSsketch→nat., thus using

the caricature and sketch images as source and the natu-

ral faces as target with the two segmentation models M1

andM2. We observe FID during optimisation in each case.

Fig. 7 showcases how the dual-domain synthesised image

gets closer to both domains but importantly significantly,

and more quickly, closer to the target domain, and remains

distinct from either domain at the end of the optimisation.

Robustness to hyperparameters: We next assess the ro-

bustness of our results to the parametric weights of the loss

function in Eq. 6. We performed this experiment on the do-

mains of natural human faces and caricature, and the hair

segmentation model, and we consider FID over the target

domain (Dt) as a metric to evaluate the results of several ex-
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Table 1. Metric comparisons on the face domains. DDSDs→Dt
integrating features from the source domain into the target domain in

every case. {xc} denotes the set of all naive crossover images given by xcDs→Dt
. M1 denotes the mask of eyes/nose/mouth while M2

denotes hair mask. FID↓, SSIM↑ and PSNR↑ are the metrics, where ↓ indicates lower is better and ↑ indicates higher is better.

DDScaricature→natural DDSnatural→caricature DDSsketch→natural DDSnatural→sketch

FID↓ SSIM↑ PSNR↑ FID↓ SSIM↑ PSNR↑ FID↓ SSIM↑ PSNR↑ FID↓ SSIM↑ PSNR↑

M1

Ds 281.61 0.39 27.98 259.12 0.38 27.95 195.80 0.31 27.87 225.31 0.33 27.81

{xc} 114.03 0.69 29.45 121.21 0.75 28.75 200.35 0.71 29.81 207.41 0.65 29.28

Dt 73.51 0.70 29.51 74.51 0.76 28.76 79.87 0.73 29.84 97.65 0.66 29.29

M2

Ds 296.61 0.47 27.99 290.63 0.42 27.92 245.61 0.38 27.87 262.90 0.36 27.83

{xc} 155.91 0.73 29.63 95.30 0.71 28.43 177.03 0.66 29.25 152.41 0.61 28.54

Dt 87.28 0.74 29.65 76.96 0.72 28.45 90.58 0.64 29.31 94.83 0.62 28.49
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Figure 7. FID during latent code optimisation iterations, compar-

ing the dual-domain images to source (dashed) and target (solid)

domains for 4 experiments. Dual-domain images get closer to both

domains during optimisation but significantly closer to target.

Figure 8. Impact of α, β and γ in loss function (Eq. 6) on natural

face (target) and caricature domains (source) with the hair mask.

FID values are computed over the target domain (Dt).

periments. Fig. 8 demonstrates that by considering α, β, γ
as 0.9, 1, 0.5 respectively we can have the best FID in this

experiment. It can be perceived from Fig. 8 that β is the

most sensitive hyperparameter in Eq. 6. The reason for this

sensitivity is that β weights the target loss (Lt) and these

FID values are computed over the target domain. There-

fore, when β is equal to zero, we do not consider the target

loss (Lt) in our optimisation.

Figure 9. DDS results on horse domains. Odd columns are from

natural horse domain, and even columns are from sketch horse

domain. Segmentation masks are incorporated. Second row shows

the corresponding dual-domain images.

Figure 10. DDS results on car domains. Odd columns are standard

car images, and even columns are abandoned cars. Segmentation

masks are incorporated. Second row shows the DDS results.

5.2. DDS on Horse and Car Domains

We performed further experiments on horse and car im-

ages. We used the StyleGAN2 [19] model to generate

natural horse images from [2] which is trained on LSUN

Horses [36]. We collected 10 sketch horses for the purpose

of this experiment through a web search. We scale these

images to 256 × 256 and use these 10 images for the few-

shotGAN far-domain adaptation [25]. We train our one-shot

segmentation model to segment the head of the horse. Fig. 9

shows qualitative results.

For car images, we used the StyleGAN2 [19] model to

generate the standard car images from [2], which is trained
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Figure 11. The DDS results on images from unpaired latent codes (z⋆1 , z
⋆

2 ). We show the segmentation mask in each case. Successful

examples (col 1-4) show that DDS can bridge small pose differences. Failures (col 5-8) are due to larger pose variations.

Figure 12. DDS results on unpaired human and cat images based

on the segmentation model on eyes. First row shows the unpaired

images with their segmentation mask. Second row shows human

faces with the cat eyes and cats with the human eyes.

on LSUN Cars [36], and used 10 abandoned car images

from the few-shotGAN implementation [4] for few-shot

adaptation. Fig. 10 shows the qualitative results. The one-

shot segmentation model is trained to segment the bonnet

and lights of a car. Note that for both cars and horses, we

use the conv layers of AlexNet [21] for the perceptual loss.

This performs better than VGG [29] (see appendix).

5.3. Unpaired latents, different objects, limitations

Failures in the domain adaptation (Sec. 3.1) or in the seg-

mentation masks (Sec. 3.2) will negatively impact DDS. In

all previous results, we pass the same latent code z⋆ to the

two generative models. Thanks to the adaptation algorithm,

this guarantees the same pose in the corresponding images.

In Fig. 11 , we show that DDS can work with unpaired

latent codes with small pose variations. In all the domains

and examples, DDS assumes the corresponding source and

target images xs, xt are roughly aligned in pose. Fig. 11

also shows that DDS cannot recover from large pose varia-

tions in the unpaired images where the segmentation masks

are not aligned.

We performed further unpaired experiments on cat and

natural face images. We used the StyleGAN2 [19] model

to generate cat images from [2] which is trained on LSUN

Cats [36]. We used a segmentation model on eyes with the

purpose of generating dual-domain images of human face

with the cat eyes and vice versa. Fig. 12 shows success-

ful dual-domain synthesis. This demonstrates that DDS is

not limited to examples when one object types, and can be

used with two different many-shot styleGANs and are not

adapted from one another, when masks are aligned. We

present further results on this in appendix where both the

source and target domains are from the few-shotGAN. The

results in Fig. 12 demonstrate the potential of DDS on two

unpaired examples from unrelated GANs and distinct seg-

mentation models. However, successful examples are chal-

lenging to find due to the variation in pose when randomly

sampling latent variables. This forms a limitation that we

wish to address in future work, by utilising segmentation

alignment approaches.

We also noted that in contrast with prior assumption [38],

the choice of backbone for the perceptual loss impacts DDS

results and is domain specific. We present further results

on this in appendix. Further exploration is needed to ensure

robustness to backbone choice in the perceptual loss.

6. Conclusion

We presented Dual-Domain Synthesis framework, an ap-

proach to generate visually convincing images that contain

features from different domains. Our generated images are

obtained by combining two correspondence images guided

by part-based segmentation from a one-shot segmentation

model. We demonstrated the approach on several image

classes (face, car, horse, cat), multiple domains (natural,

sketch, caricature, abandoned) and various part-based seg-

mentation models (eye, nose, mouth, hair, car bonnet).

Extensive experiments illustrate the potential of the ap-

proach, both in terms of qualitative and quantitative assess-

ment. While the majority of the results focus on paired la-

tent codes and object (e.g. faces), the approach can be ex-

tended to distinct GANs trained independently and unpaired

latent codes, assuming part-based alignment.
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